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We present a tethered Monte Carlo simulation of the crystallization of hard spheres. Our method boosts

the traditional umbrella sampling to the point of making practical the study of constrained Gibbs’ free

energies depending on several crystalline order parameters. We obtain high-accuracy estimates of the

fluid-crystal coexistence pressure for up to 2916 particles (enough to accommodate fluid-solid interfaces).

We are able to extrapolate to infinite volume the coexistence pressure [pco ¼ 11:5727ð10ÞkBT=�3] and

the interfacial free energy [�f100g ¼ 0:636ð11ÞkBT=�2].
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Crystallization is a vast field of research, where experi-
ments and theory cross fertilize. Hard spheres (HS) provide
a celebrated example: the numerical finding of a fluid-solid
phase transition [1] motivated experiments on colloids
[2,3]. Finding an accurate procedure to locate the equilib-
rium phase boundaries for HS is a crucial step to address
the self-assembly of complex molecules [4], as modeled by
HS plus nonspherical interactions (e.g., patchy [5] and
Janus particles [6]).

Up to now, numerical simulations of crystallization
phase transitions have been well behind their fluid-fluid
counterpart (e.g., vapor-liquid equilibria [7]). Actually, HS
are the preferred benchmark for numerical approaches to
crystallization. Yet, the lack of exact solutions enhances
the importance of accurate numerical and/or experimental
studies.

However, for preexisting numerical methods, a simula-
tion whose starting configuration is a fluid never reaches
the equilibrium crystal. Much as in experiments [3], the
simulation gets stuck in a metastable crystal, or a defective
crystal (or even a glass [8]). The proliferation of metastable
states defeats optimized Monte Carlo (MC) methods that
overcome free-energy barriers in simpler systems [9–11].
Besides, experimental and numerical determinations of the
interfacial free energy are plainly inconsistent (maybe due
to a small electrical charge in the colloidal particles [12]).

Since feasible numerical methods [13] could not form
the correct crystalline phase spontaneously, choosing the
starting particle configuration became an issue (e.g., crys-
talline or a carefully crafted mixture of solid and fluid
phases). Methods can be classified as equilibrium or non-
equilibrium. In the phase switch MC approach [14], one
tries to achieve fluid-crystal equilibrium (only up to N ¼
500 HS [15]). An alternative is the separate computation of
the fluid and solid free energies, supplemented with the
conditions of equal pressure, temperature, and chemical

potential. For the fluid’s free energy, one resorts to thermo-
dynamic integration, while choices are available for the
crystal (Wigner-Seitz [16], Einstein crystal [17,18],
Einstein molecule [19]). The nonequilibrium direct-
coexistence method [20,21] handles larger systems [22].
As for the accuracy, in equilibrium computations the

coexistence pressure pco was obtained with precisions of
�0:1% (at finiteN). Yet, theN values that can be simulated
are rather small. An N ! 1 extrapolation is mandatory,
which degrades the final accuracy to �1% [14,15,19]
(results are summarized in the table in [23]). The situation
improves by an order of magnitude for the direct-
coexistence method. With the exception of [15], the differ-
ent estimations of pco are compatible, although with
widely differing accuracies.
The computation of the interfacial free energy, �, is

more involved, since the issue of spatially heterogeneous
mixtures of fluid and solid can no longer be skipped (as
done in equilibrium computations of pco). Indeed, recent
estimations are either precise but mutually incompatible
[24,25], or of lesser accuracy [26].
Here, we introduce a tethered MC [27,28] approach to

HS crystallization. The correct crystal appears in our simu-
lation by constraining the value of two order parameters.
At variance with preexisting methods, the crystal found is
independent from the starting particle configuration. The
tethered MC approach provides a major simplification for
the standard umbrella sampling method [29,30]: chemical-
potential differences among fluid and crystal are very
precisely computed from a thermodynamic integration.
In fact, our method resembles studies of liquid-vapor equi-
libria [31,32]. We go continuously from the fluid to the
crystal by varying a reaction coordinate that labels the
intermediate states. Rather than particle density, our reac-
tion coordinate is a blend of bond-orientational crystal
order parameters with different symmetries [33,34]. Very
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accurate determinations of the coexistence pressure and the
interfacial free energy follow. The number of HS ranges
108 � N ¼ 4n3 � 4000 (n integer). Our largest systems
do show the surface-driven geometric transitions charac-
teristic of the asymptotic large N regime [35–37].

We consider N hard spheres of diameter �, at constant
pressure p, in a cubic box with periodic boundary con-
ditions. The equilibrium crystal is face-centered cubic (fcc)
[38]. With the shorthand R for the particle positions,
frgNi¼1i, Gibbs free energy gðp; TÞ is given by

e�N�gðp;TÞ ¼ p�

N!�3N

Z 1

0
dVe��pV

Z
dRHðRÞ; (1)

(�: de Broglie thermal wavelength, � ¼ 1=ðkBTÞ and
HðRÞ ¼ 0 if any pair of spheres overlaps, or 1 otherwise).

We loosely constraint the values of two global order
parameters, Q6 and C. The well-known Q6 detects the
spatially coherent alignment of nearest-neighbors bonds
in a lattice [33,39]. It is the l ¼ 6 instance of

Ql �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4�

2lþ 1
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m¼�l

��������
P

N
i¼1

PNbðiÞ
j¼1 Ym

l ðr̂ijÞP
N
i¼1 NbðiÞ

��������
2

vuuut ; (2)

[Ym
l ðr̂ijÞ: spherical harmonics; r̂ij: unitary vector pointing

from particle i to particle j; NbðiÞ: number of neighbors of
particle i [40] ]. Q6 is positive in a crystal, while it is

negligible (Q6 � 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
) in a fluid. Yet, Q6’s rotational

invariance is a nuisance: enforcing a large Q6 causes a
crystal grain to grow in the fluid, but its orientation in the
simulation box is arbitrary. In fact, when the grain finally
hits itself through the periodic box’s boundaries, long-lived
metastable helicoidal crystals appear. The cure is an order
parameter with only cubic symmetry [34]:

C ¼ 2288

79

P
N
i¼1

PNbðiÞ
j¼1 c�ðr̂ijÞP

N
i¼1 NbðiÞ � 64

79
; (3)

where c�ðr̂Þ¼x4y4ð1�z4Þþx4z4ð1�y4Þþy4z4ð1�x4Þ.
C ¼ 1 in an ideal, well-aligned fcc, while C � 0 for a
fluid. Constraining a large C value suffices to obtain a
nice crystal, irrespectively of the starting configuration
(either a gas or an fcc structure). Still, Q6 helps us label
unambiguously the intermediate states between the fluid
and the fcc: some helicoidal crystals and the fluid-solid
mixtures differ on their Q6 values (but not on C).

To enforce the quasiconstraints CðRÞ � Ĉ, Q6ðRÞ � Q̂6

[27,28], first multiply the integrand in Eq. (1) by

1 ¼ N�

2�

Z
dQ̂6dĈe

�N�=2½ðQ̂6�Q6ðRÞÞ2þðĈ�CðRÞÞ2�: (4)

The tunable parameter � tightens the quasiconstraints (we
choose � ¼ 200 [28]). Exchanging the integration order in
(1) yields

e�N�gðp;TÞ ¼
Z

dQ̂6dĈe
�N�NðQ̂6;Ĉ;pÞ; (5)

where the effective potential, �NðQ̂6; Ĉ; pÞ is given by

e�N�N ¼ p�N�

2�N!�3N

Z
dRdV!ðR; V; Q̂6; Ĉ; pÞ; (6)

!ðR; V; Q̂6; Ĉ; pÞ being the tethered weight [41]

! ¼ HðRÞe��pV�N�=2½ðQ̂6�Q6ðRÞÞ2þðĈ�CðRÞÞ2�: (7)

Our method relies on fluctuation-dissipation formulas
[27,28], obtained by taking derivatives in Eq. (6). We
compute the gradient of �N at fixed pressure from

r�NðQ̂6; ĈÞ ¼ �ðhQ̂6 �Q6ðRÞi; hĈ� CðRÞiÞ: (8)

Coordinates (Q̂�
6, Ĉ�) of local minima of � are loca-

ted through r�N ¼ 0. Furthermore, differences

�NðQ̂b
6 ; Ĉ

bÞ ��NðQ̂a
6 ; Ĉ

aÞ at fixed p are computed as
the line integral of r�N along any convenient path joining

(Q̂a
6 , Ĉ

a) with (Q̂b
6 , Ĉ

b) in the (Q̂6, Ĉ) plane.
The chemical potential gðp; TÞ is obtained from a

saddle-point expansion in Eq. (5). Up to corrections van-
ishing as 1=N, �gðp; TÞ is the absolute minimum of

�Nðp; Q̂6; ĈÞ. Yet, close to phase coexistence, �N has
two relevant minima (i.e., the fluid and the fcc crystal).

Therefore, the coexistence pressure pðNÞ
co follows from

�fluid
N ¼ �fcc

N (i.e., equal chemical potential).
Our Metropolis MC simulation follows standard meth-

ods [7]. We recast ! in Eq. (7) as the Boltzmann factor for
HS at fixed pressure with a fictive potential energy

kBTN�½ðQ̂6 �Q6ðRÞÞ2 þ ðĈ� CðRÞÞ2�=2. Since Q6ðRÞ
and CðRÞ are built out of sums of local terms, the number
of operations needed to compute their changes after a
single-particle displacement does not grow with N.
Our framework is illustrated in Fig. 1, where we show

r�NðQ̂6; ĈÞ at p ¼ pðNÞ
co . We identify two local minima

where r�N ¼ 0 [the fluid, close to ðQ̂6; ĈÞ ¼ ð1= ffiffiffiffi
N

p
; 0Þ,

and the fcc minimum where both parameters are positive].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Vector field r�N as computed from
Eq. (8), for a system of N ¼ 256 hard spheres, at the coexistence
pressure for the fluid-fcc phase transition (we scaled r�N with a
factor 1=�). Both the fluid and the fcc crystal are local minima of
the effective potential, where r�N ¼ 0. The bcc coordinates are
from N ¼ 250.
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Note their distance to other local minima of �N , such as
the body centered cubic (bcc).

Our main goal is to compute ��ðpÞ ¼ �FCC ��fluid,
choosing the straight segment in Fig. 1 as integration path.
The path is parametrized by our reaction coordinate, S
(S ¼ 0: fluid; S ¼ 1: fcc). Actually, due to the additivity of
Q6 and C, choosing this segment is a must if we are to
compute the interfacial free energy [42]. Indeed, physical
fluid-solid coexistence is a convex combination of the two
pure phases [43], which provides a physical interpretation
for S as the fraction of particles in the coexisting solid
phase: in the large N limit, v, C, and Q6 vary linearly with
S (see Fig. 2, bottom).

Our simulation setup is as follows. We start by locating

(Q̂6, Ĉ) for the fcc and liquid minima at p � pðNÞ
co . The first

guess is obtained from NpT simulations with crystalline or
disordered starting configurations. We later refine by solv-
ing for r�N ¼ 0 [28].

Next, we introduce a uniform S grid on the liquid-fcc

line and perform independent simulations at fixed (Q̂6, Ĉ,
p) (see [23] for simulation details). As a test for equilibra-
tion, achieved for all N but N ¼ 4000, every run was
performed twice (starting from an ideal gas or from an
ideal fcc crystal) [44].

Now, at variance with umbrella sampling, ��ðpÞ fol-
lows from the integral over 0 � S � 1 of rS�N , the
projection of r�N along the straight line; Fig. 2, top. We
use reweighting extrapolations [28,45] to obtain ��ðpÞ as
a function of pressure. Then, it is easy to locate pðNÞ

co , Fig. 3.
Statistical errors are estimated as in [11].

We obtain pco ¼ 11:5727ð10Þ in units of kBT=�2, in the
large-N limit. This result is 6 times more accurate than the
best nonequilibrium estimate, pco ¼ 11:576ð6Þ [22] and

improves by a factor of 90 over the equilibrium estimate,
pco ¼ 11:49ð9Þ [14]. We compute pco through a fair fit

(�2 ¼ 2:61 for 3 degrees of freedom) of the pðNÞ
co listed in

[23] to a second order polynomial in 1=N [46].
As for the interfacial free energy, �, we need to consider

inhomogeneous configurations [47]. In fact, due to the
periodic boundary conditions, at intermediate S the surface
energy is minimized by mixed configurations where a
crystalline slab (or cylinder, or bubble) is surrounded by
fluid; see the snapshots in [23]. As in vapor-liquid equilib-
ria [32,37], transitions among different geometries arise
when S is varied. These transitions result in the cusps and
steps that appear for large N in rS�N (Fig. 2, top) and can
be detected as well through the fluctuations of the particle
density [28]. Under these circumstances, � may be com-
puted using Binder’s method [48]. The effective potential
has a local maximum along the line that joins the fcc and
the fluid [the solution of rS�N ¼ 0 at S� � 0:5 (Fig. 2,
top)]. The excess free energy is due to the two interfaces
that the fluid presents with a crystalline slab parallel to the
simulation box (f100g planes). Then the interfacial free

energy at pðNÞ
co is

�ðNÞ ¼ kBTNð�s� ��fccÞ=ð2hNvi2=3S� Þ: (9)

The �ðNÞ (listed in [23]) are extrapolated as [49]

�ðNÞ�2

kBT
¼��2

kBT
þa2� logN

6N2=3
þa3

N
þ a4

N4=3
þ ... : (10)

A fit for 256 � N � 2916 yields � ¼ 0:636ð11Þ in units of
kBT=�

2 (�2 ¼ 0:14 for 2 degrees of freedom). We remark

that the difference among the fit and �ðN¼4000Þ is one fifth
of the error bar [23]. Also, the extrapolation for 500 �
N � 2916 merely doubles the final error estimate. Our
result is compatible with � ¼ 0:64ð2Þ [26] and � ¼
0:619ð3Þ [25], but not with � ¼ 0:5820ð19Þ [24]. We
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FIG. 2 (color online). (Top) r�N projected over the liquid-fcc
line, rS�N , vs the line parameter S (S ¼ 0: fluid; S ¼ 1: fcc),
for all our system sizes at the simulation pressures. (Bottom)
Specific volume v ¼ V=N as a function of line parameter S. At
large N, v becomes a linear function, as expected for a convex
combination of pure phases [43].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Effective-potential difference ��ðpÞ ¼
�FCC ��fluid, as a function of pressure. At pðNÞ

co , ��N ¼ 0.
The large N limit stems from ��ðpÞ ¼ ðvFCC � vfluidÞ�
ðp� pcoÞ=ðkBTÞ þOððp� pcoÞ2Þ. The simulated pressures
[23] correspond to the larger, filled symbols.
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remark that the �ðNÞ estimation is fairly sensitive to p [28],
an effect not systematically considered in [24–26]. Note

that Eq. (10) holds if �ðNÞ is computed at pðNÞ
co .

A final warning is in order. Not much is known about the
effect of the rS�N’s cusps and steps (Fig. 2, top), in the

large-N extrapolation �ðNÞ ! �. This nonsmoothness is a
consequence of the geometric transitions that arise in our
larger systems. However, the analogy with simpler models
[11] (e.g., the D ¼ 2 Potts model, where comparison with
exact solutions is possible), strongly suggests that these

cusps and steps are inconsequential for the pðNÞ
co ! pco

extrapolation.
In summary, we have introduced a tethered MC [27,28]

approach to HS crystallization. We go continuously from
the fluid to the crystal by varying a reaction coordinate.
Tethered MC provides a major simplification to umbrella
sampling, which makes it possible to study multicon-
strained free energies. At variance with previous methods,
our simulations equilibrate (i.e., we find results indepen-
dent of the starting particle configuration), not only for the
formation of the space-filling crystal, but even for the more
difficult case of mixed states with fluid-crystal interfaces.
Our estimation of the coexistence pressure is, by far, the
most accurate to date. That of the interfacial free energy is
compatible with most (but not all) recent determinations.
Should one wish to reach larger N, the tethered strategy
would easily accommodate additional order parameters.
The method can also be generalized to other simple liquids,
or to investigate the glass transition.
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